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PART I: INTRODUCTION

 The significance of Rom 1:16–17 as the theme statement for Romans has been 
recognized by a number of modern commentators.1 Robert Jewett identified Rom 1:16–
17 as the propositio and argued throughout his rhetorical analysis of Romans that the 
thesis statement carries “the argumentative burden of the entire letter.”2 Given the 
significance of Rom 1:16–17 as the theme statement, the exegesis of the letter as a whole 
hinges upon one’s understanding of the statement.
 Perhaps one of the more underestimated aspects in the exegesis of the propositio 
has been Paul’s citation of Hab 2:4.3 Paul’s inclusion of a citation from the Jewish 
scriptures within the propositio is significant and requires an intertextual approach to the 
interpretation.4 Several significant questions present themselves. Just how much weight 
should be given to an intertextual study of the propositio? What is the impact of Paul’s 

1 Douglas Moo, The Epistle to the Romans (NICNT; eds. Ned B. Stonehouse, F. F. Bruce, 
and Gordon Fee; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1996), 63. James D. G. Dunn, Romans 1-8 (WBC; 
eds. David A. Hubbard and Glenn W. Barker; Dallas: Word Books, 1988), 37. Brendan Byrne, 
Romans (SP 6; ed. Daniel J. Harrington; Collegeville: Liturgical Press, 1996), 51. 

2 Robert Jewett, Romans (Herm; ed. Eldon Jay Epp; Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2007), 
135. 

3 Although the uniqueness of Paul’s Hab 2:4 citation has been often discussed by many 
scholars, a full intertextual analysis of the citation, which includes the Targumic rendering, and 
consideration of its possible implication for exegesis has been lacking. Instead, much of the 
scholarly discussion in the exegesis of the propositio has centered on a number of other important 
issues including: the significance of “the gospel,” the definition of “the righteousness of God,” 
and eschatological context of the propositio. For discussions of these issues see Jewett, Romans, 
135–46. Dunn, Romans, 44–6. Robert H. Mounce, Romans. (NAC 27; ed. E. Ray Clendenen; 
Nashville: Broadman & Holman, 1995), 70–4. Stanley K. Stowers, A Rereading of Romans: 
Justice, Jews, and Gentiles. (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1994), 198–202.

4 Given the significance of the propositio within the larger rhetorical structure, Paul’s 
inclusion of an OT citation is significant. In discussing the significance of the rhetorical structure 
of Romans Jewett identified the “arrangement” as a “means of persuasion in classical rhetoric.” 
Jewett’s argument that the propositio or “theme statement,” which he identified as Rom 1:16–17, 
provided the major theme statement for the entire rhetorical argument will be accepted for this 
paper. Jewett, Romans, 29, 95–95, 135. Dunn likewise argued that Rom 1:16–17 is “the thematic 
statement for the entire letter.” Dunn, 37. For further discussion of Paul’s use of rhetorical 
structure see Burton L. Mack, Rhetoric and the New Testament. Guides to Biblical Scholarship: 
New Testament Series (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1990), 56–72. 
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scriptural citation upon his thesis statement? Was Paul’s citation merely a scriptural proof 
text for his rhetorical argument or the significant focal point of his thesis? 
 The purpose of this paper is to explore the intertextual relationship between Hab 
2:4 and the propositio of Rom 1:16–17. Given the significance of the propositio within 
the rhetorical structure of Romans, Paul’s understanding of Habakkuk in light of other 
contemporary Jewish interpretations would be relevant. Not only would the Septuagint 
(LXX) and Masoretic Text (MT) be significant for studying this intertextual relationship, 
but the Habakkuk Targum Jonathan to the Prophets (Hab. Tg. Neb.) could also be 
impacting. The intertextual impact of the Hab. Tg. Neb. upon Paul’s use of Hab 2:4 has 
been largely unexplored. What contributions might an intertextual study between the 
propositio in Romans and the Hab. Tg. Neb. make?5

The intertextual approach taken in this paper will focus on both the vocabulary 
and context of Paul’s propositio in Romans and of the Hab. Tg. Neb.6 This intertextual 
study will demonstrate that Paul’s propositio in Romans indicates that theodicy is a 
controlling idea in the theme statement of Rom 1:16–17.7 The argument put forward will 

5 Although the issue concerning the date of the Targumim and the Aramaic traditions 
behind them has not been fully settled, a pre-Pauline date of at least a proto-Targum text (or 
Aramaic text) will be accepted in this paper. Considerable consensus has developed among 
targumic scholars for a Tannaitic date concerning the origin of much of the targumic exegetical 
material in the extant Targumim. For arguments of an early (pre-Christian) date of readings 
within the Aramaic Targumim see Bruce Chilton, “From Aramaic Paraphrase to Greek 
Testament,” From Prophecy to Testament: The Function of the Old Testament in the New 
(Peabody: Hendrickson, 2004), 23–43. Robert Hayward, “Red Heifer and Golden Calf: Dating 
Targum Pseudo-Jonathan,” Targum Studies vol. 1, ed. Paul V. M. Flesher (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 
1992), 9–32. Stephen A. Kaufman’s arguments for a first-century C. E. “proto-targum” text in 
“Dating the Language of the Palestinian Targums,” The Aramaic Bible: Targums in Their 
Historical Context eds. D.R.G. Beattie and M.J. McNamara (Sheffield: JSOT, 1994), 118–41. 
Martin McNamara, The New Testament and the Palestinian Targum to the Pentateuch (Rome: 
Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1969) and Targum and Testament: Aramaic Paraphrases of the 
Hebrew Bible: A Light on the New Testament (Shannon: Irish University Press, 1972). Anthony 
York, “The Dating of Targumic Literature,” in JSJ 5 (1974): 49–62.  For arguments against an 
early date see Daniel J. Harrington’s review of “Targum and Testament” in CQ 34 (1973): 253–54 
and Joseph Fitzmyer’s review of “The New Testament and The Palestinian Targum to the 
Pentateuch” in TS 29 (1968): 321–26. Although both Kaufman and Chilton have argued for pre-
tannaitic material in the extant Targumim, they have argued also for the existence of post-
tannaitic material in the extant Targumim. Stephen Kaufman, “On Methodology in the Study of 
the Targums and Their Chronology,” JSNT 23 (Feb 1985): 117–124. Bruce Chilton, The Glory of 
Israel: The Theology and Providence of the Isaiah Targum (JSOTSup 23; eds. David Clines, 
Philip Davies, and David Gunn; Sheffield: JSOT, 1982). 

6 Although this paper will focus on the intertextual relationship between the propositio of 
Romans and the Hab. Tg. Neb. at times other parts of Romans may be discussed depending upon 
their relevance. For example, the exordium (Rom. 1:1-12) will also be discussed at some length 
due to its close textual and rhetorical proximity to the propositio. 

7 Although Byrne did argue that theodicy was the central theme of Romans, he offered no 
discussion of the impact of the Hab 2:4 citation in relation to the theme statement. See his 
discussion in Brendan Byrne, “Interpreting Romans: The New Perspective and Beyond,” Int 58.3 
(2004): 242–45. Brendan Byrne, Romans, 59.
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be that the propositio includes a polemic against Jewish interpretations of the prophets 
concerning the revelation of God’s eschatological power of salvation. This eschatological 
revelation is Paul’s understanding of Habakkuk’s theodicy. First, a brief commentary 
concerning the vocabulary and context of Habakkuk (MT and LXX), Hab. Tg. Neb., and 
the propositio of Romans will be offered in Part II, which will include an intertextual 
study analyzing Paul’s use of Habakkuk in comparison to Tg. Neb. And finally, Part III 
will consist of conclusions concerning theodicy in the propositio.8 

PART II: THE INTERTEXTUAL RELATIONSHIPS

Canonical and Targum Habakkuk

 One of the major themes in Habakkuk is a theodicy concerning a time of crisis, 
which led to the fall of Jerusalem and destruction of the temple by the Babylonians in the 
6th century B.C.9 In Habakkuk’s opening complaint he asked, “O’ Lord, How long will I 
have to cry out, and you do not listen?” (Hab 1:2) He further stated that the “wicked have 
surrounded the righteous and as a result justice is perverted” (Hab 1:4).10 The identity of 
the “wicked” oDv∂r and the “righteous” qy$î;dA…xAh as Israelites in Hab 1:4 is significant for 
understanding the historical context of Habakkuk’s theodicy. The wicked of Israel are 
described as “puffed-up” (Hab 2:4), “arrogant,” “greedy” (Hab 2:5), “full of shame” (Hab 
2:16), and idolaters (Hab 2:18–19).11 Therefore, historical context of Habakkuk’s 

 8 The method used for this intertextual study includes Richard Hays’s nuanced 
intertextual approach, which emphasizes the rhetorical function of the older text’s in the newer 
text. The two basic principles of Hays’s intertextual approach utilized here are “metalepsis” and 
“echo.” “Metalepsis” reflects the content of an intertextual reference and “echo” reflects the 
nature of an intertextual relationship. By focusing on the rhetorical function of a text through the 
paradigm of Hays’s two principles a more detailed intertextual relationship may be determined 
beyond that of parallel analogies. For further discussion see Richard B. Hays, Echoes of Scripture 
in the Letters of Paul (New Haven: Yale University, 1989), 19–20. Dennis L. Stamps, “The Use 
of the Old Testament as a Rhetorical Device: A Methodological Proposal,” Hearing the Old 
Testament in the New Testament, ed. Stanley E. Porter (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2006), 9.

9 For a review of the relevant factors for the dating of Habakkuk see O. Palmer 
Roberston, The Books of Nahum, Habakkuk, and Zephaniah (NICOT; eds. R. K. Harrison and 
Robert L. Hubbard; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1990), 34-8. For discussion of the theme of 
theodicy in Habakkuk see Ralph L. Smith, Micah-Malachi (WBC 32; eds. David A. Hubbard and 
Glen W. Barker; Waco: Word Books, 1984): 94–96.

10 Translations and italics of Biblical texts are the writer’s own unless otherwise stated. 
All Hebrew texts are from Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia on CD-ROM. Accordance Version 4.4.3 
2006. Printed ed.: Karl Elliger, William Rudolph, et al. eds. 4th corrected edition edited by Adrian 
Schenker. Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft, Stuttgart, 1983.

11 For discussion of the identity of the “righteous” and “wicked” see Smith, Micah-
Malachi, 99.
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theodicy was the lack of social justice and idolatry expressed among the Israelites. The 
seemingly inactivity of God in the face of this evil was Habakkuk’s major struggle. 

Central to God’s response to Habakkuk’s complaint was his statement recorded in 
Hab 2:4, which is witnessed in several different readings. The MT reads, “and the 
righteous will live by his faithfulness.” According to the MT the righteous one will live 
by his own faithfulness. 12 On the other hand, the LXX translated Hab 2:4 with a first 
person pronoun as opposed to the third person, “the righteous will live by my 
faithfulness.”13 Therefore, according to the LXX the righteous will live by God’s 
faithfulness, as opposed to his own. The question of theodicy as the major theme, as well 
as the significant role of faith, can be seen throughout the dialogue in the book of 
Habakkuk. 
 The Hab. Tg. Neb., a latter Jewish paraphrase of Habakkuk, contains significant 
expansions in reference to the theme of theodicy, eschatology, and the defining of the 
wicked and the righteous.14 Although Hab. Tg. Neb. considerably expanded some aspects, 
theodicy remained the central theme. At times the question of theodicy was made even 
more explicit through vocabulary changes and additions. For example, the Hab. Tg. Neb. 
rendered Hab 1:2 in an even more direct way concerning the Lord’s ability to deliver the 
righteous from violence.

 :Aoy`Ivwøt añøl◊w s™DmDj ÔKy¢RlEa q¶Ao◊zRa  o¡DmVvIt aâøl◊w yI;tVo™A…wIv h¢Dwh◊y hÎnªDa_dAo “O’ Lord, How long will 
 I have to cry out, and you do not listen? I cry out to you, ‘violence, but you do not 
 delver.” (MT Hab 1:2)

 KDm∂dFq aDlVk…wy aDlSh NyIpOwfDj lAo KDm∂dFq aÎnlyEb∂q KDm∂dFq aEl◊g aDlSh yElAxVm aÎnDa ywy yItAmyIa dAo 

 :qårpImVl “How long, O Lord, will I pray? Is it not revealed before you? I cry out to 

12 Although 1QpHab does not contain the Hab 2:4 text, the commentary remarks reflect 
the MT reading by interpreting the faithfulness as that of the community members who maintain 
allegiance to the teacher of righteousness and keeping the Torah. Geza Vermes, The Complete 
Dead Sea Scrolls (rev. ed.; London: Penguin Group, 2004), 513.

13 All Septuagint texts are from Septuagint on CD-ROM. Bible Works, 2001. 

14 The Habakkuk Targum has been preserved in the Babylonian Targum and is witnessed 
by a number of Mss. including Ms. Or. 2210, 2211, and 1474 of the British Library as well as 
Codex Reuchlinianus of the Badische Landesbibliothek. For a more detailed discussion of the 
Manuscripts see Kevin J. Cathcart and Robert P. Gordon, The Targum of the Minor Prophets, The 
Aramaic Bible to the Targums. vol. 14 (Wilmington: Michael Glazier, 1989), 18–19. Paul D. 
Wegner, The Journey from Texts to Translation: The Origin and Development of the Bible, (Grand 
Rapids: Baker, 2006), 204.
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you about the violent men. Is the ability not before you to deliver?” (Hab. Tg.  Neb. 
1:2)15  

The targumic rendering questioned the Lord’s ability even to save. God’s justice or 
righteousness was so assumed by the targumic author that the lack of it would seem to 
call into question the Lord’s ability concerning evil. The question of theodicy is being 
explored by the targumic author in an even more detailed discussion than that of the MT.
 The theme of theodicy was developed even more with the addition of the term 
aDkrAa “an extension of time.”16 Even though a similar term does occur in the MT Hab 2:3, 
the Targum emphasized the extension of time by adding the phrase in other places. The 
additions of the phrase seem to be an attempt to deal with the lack of God’s intervention. 
For example, in Hab. Tg. Neb. 1:13 the phrase was added in reference to the extension of 
time given to the wicked. The phrase was also added twice within an explanatory addition 
to the MT text in Hab 3:1–2.

 N…wb…wt◊y MIa√d aÎyAoyIvårVl bAhyîd aDkrAa lAo hyEl yIl◊gtIa dAk aÎyIb◊n q…wqAbSj yIlAx√d aDtwølVx

 aDtÎwVlDvVk aDh yIhOwm∂dFq …wbDj√d NOwhyEbOwj lDk NOwhyˆw NOwhVl qyEbVtvˆy MyIlVv bAblIb aDty∂rOwaVl “The 
 prayer which the prophet Habakkuk prayed when it was revealed to him 
 concerning the extension of time given to the wicked, that if they would return to 
 the law with a complete heart, then he will forgive them and all the sins they have 
 committed before him, behold, will be as mistakes.” (Hab. Tg. Neb. 3:1)

 Although the targumic addition of the phrase “an extension of time” in Hab 2:3 
can be seen to reflect the context of the delay, the addition in 3:1 is more significant. The 
additional material in Hab. Tg. Neb. 3:1 acted as a summary of the book’s major theme of 
theodicy. The revealed answer to Habakkuk’s complaints in chapter one was described in 
Hab. Tg. Neb. 3:1 as an “extension of time given to the wicked,” for the purpose of 
offering a time of repentance to the law. This extension of time for this purpose was 
interpreted as the answer to Habakkuk’s struggle concerning the question of theodicy. 
Although canonical Habakkuk suggested a delay concerning the Lord’s intervention, the 
Hab. Tg. Neb. interpreted the delay in reference to an offer to return to the law as an 
explanation of the nature and purpose of the Lord’s delay.
 This interpretation of the delay concerning the theodicy of God was also set 
within an eschatological context within the Hab. Tg. Neb. that was not present in 
canonical Habakkuk. For example this extension of time was described as ending with a 

15 Additional material and changed vocabulary will be italicized in the English 
Translations of the Targum. All Targum texts are from Targum Johnathan to the Prophets on CD-
ROM. Accordance Version 4.4.3 2006. Printed ed.: Alexander Sperber ed., The Former Prophets 
According to Targum Johnathan (vol. 2 of The Bible in Aramaic Based on Old Manuscripts and 
Printed Texts; Leiden: Brill, 1959). and Alexander Sperber ed., The Latter Prophets According to 
Targum Johnathan (vol. 3 of The Bible in Aramaic Based on Old Manuscripts and Printed Texts; 
Leiden: Brill, 1962).

16 Phrase added to Hab. Tg. Neb. 1:13, 2:3, 3:1, and 3:2.
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coming appointed time of destruction of the wicked (Hab. Tg. Neb. 3:2, 16) as well as 
“the promised renewing of the world” aDmVlDo aDt∂dAjVl aDtrAmSaåd. This eschatological time of 
renewal was also connected to the deliverance that God will perform for both the 
“Messiah” and the “remnant” a∂rDavIl◊w KDjyIvmIl (Hab. Tg. Neb. 3:18). 

Furthermore, an eschatological element can be seen in the targumic description of 
the deliverance of God as the “revelation” of his “power.” The verb “to reveal” was 
added sixteen times to the Habakkuk Hebrew text in the Hab. Tg. Neb.17 The majority of 
these occurrences were in reference to the revelation of God’s “power” Dt√r…wb◊g, which was 
another term added to the MT nine times in chapter three.18 The woes of chapter two and 
Habakkuk’s psalm in chapter three were expanded in the Hab. Tg. Neb. by inserting 
contemporary elements. For example, the violence of the oppressors in Hab 2:17 was 
described as violence done to the “Sanctuary,” the land of “Israel,” and the city of 
“Jerusalem.” With the further reference to the Roman collection of tribute from Jerusalem 
in Hab. Tg. Neb. 3:17, the identification of the wicked oppressors in chapters two and 
three seems to be contextualized as Rome. These eschatological elements were all added 
as interpretations of the Habakkuk text, which was devoid of an explicit eschatological 
element. 
 Another significant element in the Hab. Tg. Neb. is the further defining of “the 
righteous” and “the wicked.” Unlike the canonical Habakkuk text, the law is emphasized 
as the key aspect of the Hab. Tg. Neb. in defining the difference between the two.19 For 
example, the revelation that Habakkuk was instructed to write down on tablets in Hab 2:2 
is described as the prophecy, which was written and expressed in the “book of the law” 
aDty∂rOwa√d a∂rpIs. The wicked in Hab. Tg. Neb. 2:4 were then described as those who reject 
“all these things” which is the prophecy given in the law. The righteous are also described 
in Hab. Tg. Neb. 2:4 as those who “live by the truth of them.” 
 In summary, Habakkuk’s theme of theodicy was even further stressed in the Hab. 
Tg. Neb. The historical context of the theodicy in Hab. Tg. Neb. was the Jewish struggle 
with foreign rule, namely Rome. The interpretational additions made by the targumic 
author reflected an understanding of theodicy as an eschatological delay of the 
deliverance and judgment. The delay was described as an “extension of time” which was 

17 See Hab. Tg. Neb. 1:1, 13, 2:7, 15, 3:1, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, and 15.

18 See Hab. Tg. Neb. 3:2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 11.

19 Although the law is mentioned in Hab 1:4, the reference is to a failure to enforce the 
law, as opposed to a descriptor of the righteous. The concept of the law or “Torah” may not be the 
central element to Habakkuk. Francis I. Andersen suggested that the text contained “no indication 
that he has in mind a written body of instruction-the law of Moses or a portion of it.” Francis I. 
Andersen, Habakkuk (AB vol. 25; eds. Wiiliam F. Albright and David Noel Freedman; New York: 
Doubleday, 2001), 118. Further more, an adherence to the law clearly became the major 
descriptor of the righteous in later Jewish literature. For example, the Qumran commentary 
interpreted the phrase “so the law is weak” in Hab 1:4 with the statement, “this concerns those 
who have despised the Law of God” (1QpHab. 1:4). All Qumran texts are from Vermes, The 
Complete Dead Sea Scrolls.
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being offered to the wicked, so that they might return to the law. In the mean time as the 
targumic author’s audience was struggling with the same question of theodicy under the 
oppression of Rome, they were to remain faithful to the law. Faithfulness to the law was 
what separated the righteous and the wicked. The Hab. Tg. Neb. reassured its audience 
that the appointed time for God’s deliverance of the Messiah and remnant was coming. 
This eschatological salvation of God was specifically described in the Targum as the 
revelation of the Lord’s power. In short, the Hab. Tg. Neb. interpreted Habakkuk’s 
theodicy as a promise to the righteous who suffered under Roman rule that God’s 
eschatological power of salvation will be revealed to those who live by the law after the 
extension of time for repentance is given to the wicked who do not live by the law.20 

The Propositio of Romans and Habakkuk 2:4

 What is the relationship between Paul’s citation of Hab. 2:4 and the rest of the 
propositio? Is Hab 2:4 merely a proof text for Paul or did the text have a more significant 
impact? The impact of Hab 2:4 upon the propositio should not be underestimated. As 
some scholars have argued Paul’s citation of Hab 2:4 is indicative of the much larger 
context of the book of Habakkuk and should be seen as having a much greater influence 
than just a proof text.21 For Paul the propositio is driven by its origin in the OT citation, 
not the other way around. This understanding of the relationship between the propositio 
and the Hab 2:4 citation coincides closely with Paul’s own statement in Rom 1:2, that the 
gospel he presents in the propositio was actually already “promised beforehand through 
the prophets in the Holy Scripture.” The nature of this relationship would then indicate a 
greater impact of Habakkuk’s theodicy context upon the propositio and as a result Paul’s 
argument in Romans.

 20 When many of the Habakkuk Targum additions and expansions are considered against 
the “phasal development” proposed by Chilton several factors point toward a Tannaitic or even 
early Tannaitic period. For example, the note of imminence concerning God’s action on behalf of 
righteous Israel, which is characteristic of the Tannaitic period is also present in the Habakkuk 
Targum. Both the mention of the presence of the dwelling of the Shekinah in the Lord’s temple in 
Hab. Tg. Neb. 2:20 and the urgent call to repentance in Hab. Tg. Neb. 3:2 are also indicative of 
the Tannaitic period. For discussion of these characteristics concerning the Tannaitic period in the 
Targumim as well as his argument concerning the phasal development of the Targum to the 
prophets see Chilton, The Glory of Israel. 

21 Watson argued that the citation from Hab 2:4 generates its antecedent based on several 
factors including the citation formula, lexical correspondence between the antecedent and the 
citation, and the format of the citation and the antecedent text of the propositio. He concluded that 
the antecedent in the propositio was Paul’s interpretive gloss on the Habakkuk text. Francis 
Watson, Paul and the Hermeneutics of Faith (London: T & T Clark, 2004), 43–53. Hays’s 
application of metalepsis supports the invocation of larger contexts by Paul beyond the specific 
OT citations. Richard B. Hays, 20–23.
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As has been already recognized by scholars, the Hab 2:4 citation in Rom 1:17 
does not match any known text.22 The debate concerning Paul’s source has led to many 
suggestions.23 One possible source that has gone largely unconsidered is the Hab. Tg. 
Neb. Does an intertextual relationship exist between the propositio of Romans and the 
Hab. Tg. Neb.?24 Do any similarities of vocabulary or context exist between the 
propositio of Romans and the Hab. Tg. Neb.? If so, then can any significant differences 
be identified?
 After examining the Hab. Tg. Neb. several parallels in vocabulary with the 
propositio of Romans are immediately apparent. For example, Paul described God’s 
gospel as the “power of God” du/namiß qeouv, which is “for salvation” ei˙ß swthri÷an 
(Rom 1:16). As stated earlier, the Hab. Tg. Neb. added “power” Dt√r…wb◊g to the Hebrew text 
nine times. Two particular examples will illustrate. 

 KDmAoVl KDt◊nyIkVv K∂r∂q◊y tDbVkrAm lAo aDtyIl◊gtIa yérSa KDt√r…wb◊g t…wnDorOwp NOwhVl aDtoådOwh aDmÅyb…w

 N∂qrUp◊w POwqVt “And in the sea you made to them the vengeance of your power when 
 you revealed your divine presence on the chariot of glory, which was strength and 
 salvation for your people. (Hab. Tg. Neb. 3:8)

 KDmAo aÎyAmVmAo tlEfåq KÎzgUrVb aDorAa yEoIvår rAbtImVl KDt…wyDl◊gtIaVb KDmAo yEa◊nDs lAo fÎwVl KDt…wyDtyEaVb 

 wrAbÅgtIa K∂rVmyEmVb “your people were empowered by your word, by the strength of 
 your victorious power. With the bringing of a curse upon the enemies of your 
 people when you revealed yourself in order to shatter the wickedness of the earth” 
 (Hab. Tg. Neb. 3:11–12)

The power of God was specifically described as vengeance toward the wicked kings of 
the previous verses and at the same time salvation for God’s people in Hab. Tg. Neb. 3:8 

22 See Appendix A for the various readings of Hab 2:4.

23 For discussion of the source and the various suggestions see Dunn, Romans, 45–46. 
Hays, Echoes of Scripture in the Letters of Paul, 39–41. Jewett, Romans, 145-146. Mounce, 
Romans, 74. Stowers, A Rereading of Romans,198–201. 

24 Although a historical reconstruction of the possible interaction between Paul and the 
targumim literature is not discussed in this paper, the liturgical use of the targumim in the 
synagogue and Paul’s background in the synagogue offers a sufficient historical possibility for an 
interaction. Although the contextual use of the targumim during and after its origin is still often 
debated, the use of the targumim as a part of the synagogue liturgy in the first century is accepted 
in this paper. For a discussion of the use of the Targumim in synagogue liturgy see John Bowker, 
The Targums and Rabbinic Literature. An Introduction to Jewish Interpretation of Scripture. 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1969), 8–9. McNamara, Targum and Testament, 36–53. 
Leivy Smolar and Moses Aberbach, Studies in the Targum Johnathan to the Prophet, The Library 
of Biblical Studies. ed. Harry M. Orlinsky (New York: KTAV Publishing, 1983), xii-xix. and 
William Richard Stenger, “The Rebuke Tradition,” Targum Studies vol. 1, ed. Paul V. M. Flesher 
(Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1992), 51–52. For further discussion of the connection between the 
Targumim and Jewish schools see Anthony D. York, “The Targum in the Synagogue and the 
School,” JSJ 10 (1979).
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and 3:10–12. Likewise, all the other occurrences of “power” were added in the context of 
God’s deliverance and salvation. Paul’s description of the salvation and wrath of God in 
the propositio as “power” parallels the description in the Hab. Tg. Neb. of the salvation 
and wrath of God as “power.”
 Another parallel can be seen with Paul’s use of the term aÓpokalu/ptw in the 
propositio. Paul’s description of the power of God in reference to both salvation and 
wrath was described as “being revealed.” In a very similar way the Hab. Tg. Neb. 
described the salvation and wrath of God as a revelation. Both Hab. Tg. Neb. 3:8 and 
3:11–12 given above offer examples of how the targumist connected God’s revelation 
with salvation and judgment.25

 The eschatological context is also another parallel between the propositio and 
Hab. Tg. Neb. Both Paul and the targumic author understood the theodicy question in 
Habakkuk in eschatological terms. An example of this can be seen in the interpretation 
given in Hab. Tg. Neb. 3:2. 

 KDt…wo√r yédVbDo aÎyåqyîdAx◊w K∂rVmyEm lAo …wrAbSoåd aÎyAoyIvårEm aDo∂rVptIaVl aDmVlDo aDt∂dAjVl aDtrAmSaåd

 :rAkdIt NyImVjår KÎzg…wr OwgVb “you promised to renew the world and to take vengeance 
 on the wicked who transgressed your word, but in the midst of your anger you will 
 remember in mercy the righteous who do your will.” (Hab. Tg. Neb. 3:2)

The targumic author has interpreted Habakkuk’s comment concerning the renewing of 
God’s deeds in an eschatological sense as the renewing of the world. He further 
connected this renewing of the world with the judgment of the wicked and the salvation 
of the righteous. Likewise, Paul’s citation of Hab 2:4 was placed within a similar 
eschatological context, which was expressed through similar vocabulary in the propositio 
and its surrounding literary context.26

 These parallels in vocabulary and context between the propositio and the Hab. Tg. 
Neb. become intertextually significant when the similarities are compared to the 
canonical book of Habakkuk. All three similarities, namely the eschatological context, the 
use of the term “power,” and the “revelation” vocabulary, are absent from the book of 
Habakkuk. Paul’s language in describing the gospel of God in both the exordium and the 

25 Perhaps even more interesting is the interpretation in the Hab. Tg. Neb. of the coming 
of God from Mount Paran in Hab 3:3 as the revelation of God “ with everlasting power” NyImVlDo tår…

wbgIb when he gave his people the law. Here the revelation of God’s everlasting power was also 
connected to the giving of the law itself.

 26 Aspects of the eschatological context in Romans 1 can be seen in Paul’s vocabulary in 
describing the gospel of God as well as the apocalyptic themes present in the immediate context 
of the propositio. For example, Paul described the gospel as a revelation of the wrath of God upon 
the ungodliness and wickedness of men in Rom 1:18. Jewett also drew attention to the emphasis 
upon the “apocalyptic hinge between the two ages present in the creedal formula of Rom 1:3-4 
and “the resurrection of the dead” in his description of the gospel of the Son of God in Rom 1:4. 
Jewett, 104-105. Moo further argued that Paul’s understanding of the proclamation of the gospel 
included the disclosure of the eschatological fullness of the righteousness of God. Moo, 70.
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propositio, which he described as originating from Habakkuk, cannot be traced to the 
canonical book of Habakkuk. So, what is the source of Paul’s language in the exordium 
and the propositio?  The parallels with the Hab. Tg. Neb. are suggestive of an intertextual 
relationship in which the Hab. Tg. Neb has influenced Paul’s language.27 
 Does this intertextual relationship then suggest that the conclusions of Paul’s 
interpretation of Habakkuk were the same as Hab. Tg. Neb.? Can any differences 
between the propositio and Hab. Tg. Neb. be identified? If so, then what is the 
significance of those differences upon an understanding of the propositio? An 
examination of the intertextual relationship does not just yield similarities, but significant 
differences as well. 
 Perhaps, the most significant difference can be observed within Paul’s citation of 
Hab 2:4. Paul’s citation clearly indicated that “faith” was the central idea concerning the 
living of the righteous. Although there is some debate concerning to who’s faith Paul was 
referring, either way Paul’s interpretation of Hab 2:4 is clearly different from that of the 
Hab. Tg. Neb. The targumic author saw the law as the central idea concerning the living 
of the righteous.28 As has been pointed out already, Paul’s citation matches no known 
text. Therefore, as some scholars have suggested Paul’s citation was probably an 
interpretation of Hab 2:4 in itself.29 But Why? Why didn’t Paul quote either the LXX or 
MT? Could Paul’s interpretation be a polemic against the Jewish interpretation found in 
Hab. Tg. Neb.?
 The polemic against the law, as the means of salvation, is illustrated in the 
emphasis on faith in the propositio and is present throughout the book of Romans. If Paul 
simply wanted to repute the targumic idea that the law was central to the righteous, then 
he could have more easily accomplished this by quoting the MT. Paul’s avoidance of the 
MT and LXX renderings is suggestive of an additional motive for his omission of the 
pronouns. If the theme of theodicy is considered within the context of the propositio, then 
a more likely motivation becomes apparent. Paul’s citation allowed him to include his 

27 Although not the focus of this study, all of these same elements, namely the 
eschatological context with its vocabulary and the “power” and “revelation” vocabulary in 
relations to salvation, are also present in many of the other Targumim to the prophets. For 
example, the same rendering in Hab. Tg. Neb. 2:4 was also added to the Isa. Tg. Neb. 32:8. Many 
the same elements in terms of vocabulary and context discussed in the commentary of Hab. Tg. 
Neb. above are also added to Isa. Tg. Neb. 26:10–15, 28:16, 30:18–19, 42:14, 52:7; and Hos. Tg. 
Neb. 14:1–10. Even more interesting there may be a possible intertextual relationship between 
Paul’s reference to the eschatological calling of the “Gentiles to the obedience that comes from 
faith” in Rom. 1:5 and Is. Tg. Neb. 11:10, where the phrase “to him the kingdoms will obey” was 
rendered in place of the MT reading “to him the nations seek.” Since Paul cited Isaiah a total of 
16 times and specifically Is. 11:10 in Rom. 15:12, further study may indicate more intertextual 
interaction between Paul and the Targum to the Prophets. 

28 The law as the central idea for the living of the righteous is common throughout the 
Targum to the Prophets. Examples included: Isa. Tg. Neb. 28:25, 32:2, 7, 37:32, and Hos. Tg. 
Neb. 14:10.

29 Dunn, Romans, 45–46. Jewett, Romans, 145. For a counter argument see Stowers, A 
Rereading of Romans,198-201.
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eschatological reading of the theodicy in Habakkuk while at the same time offer a 
polemic against the Hab. Tg. Neb. interpretation. An exact quotation of neither the MT 
nor LXX would have offered him this possibility. Paul’s rendering of Hab 2:4 maintained 
the overall message of God’s faithfulness concerning the wicked and the righteous in the 
canonical Habakkuk while at the same time provided a direct polemic against what he 
saw as an incorrect interpretation of the law as central to the living of the righteous. In 
short, Paul’s rendering maintained the faithfulness of God in the theodicy of Habakkuk 
and the centrality of faith, as opposed to law, which results in eschatological life. 

PART III. CONCLUSION

 Was theodicy a controlling idea in the theme statement of Rom. 1:16–17? As has 
been suggested here, the most significant indication that theodicy was a controlling idea 
on the theme statement was Paul’s citation of Hab 2:4 within the propositio. Furthermore, 
the polemic nature of the intertextual relationship between the propositio and Hab. Tg. 
Neb. also indicates that theodicy is a controlling idea in Romans. The intertextual 
approach taken in this paper focused on both the vocabulary and context of Paul’s 
propositio in Romans and of the Hab. Tg. Neb. as they are both compared to the 
canonical Habakkuk.
 The intertextual study indicated that the propositio of Romans and Hab. Tg. Neb. 
contained several key similarities in vocabulary and context. Both Romans and Hab. Tg. 
Neb. contained reflections of Habakkuk’s theodicy question. Both also contained similar 
eschatological language and contexts. Furthermore, both contained similar language in 
key places to describe the eschatological salvation of God including, “to reveal” and 
“power.” This similarity in vocabulary within the similar theodicy and eschatological 
contexts argues for an intertextual relationship.30 

The intertextual relationship becomes especially significant for understanding the 
propositio when the differences are noted. Although Paul used the same language as the 
Hab. Tg. Neb. in describing God’s eschatological salvation of righteousness, he differed 
with the targumic interpretation at one key area. He sharply disputed that the law was 
central to the experience of God’s righteousness, and rather proclaimed that faith was the 

 30 Although an exact written text as witnessed by the extant Habakkuk Targum is not 
being argued here, the number of thematic and vocabulary parallels within the context of the 
same scriptural reference by both Romans and the Targum do suggest that something more than 
just an oral haggadah tradition in connection with Hab 2:4 has influenced Paul. The existence of 
written Targum texts before the NT era should not be ruled out based on arguments concerning 
the phasal development of the Targumim alone. The Qumran Targumim illustrate that Targum 
translations were being written down before the NT era. As Joseph A. Fitzmyer noted the 
presence of Aramaic literature at Qumran, where most of the sectarian literature was based in 
Hebrew, may suggest a non-Qumran origin for the Qumran Targumim. For further discussion on 
the significance of the Qumran Targumim in relation to the written form of the Targumim in the 
first century C.E. see Joseph A. Fitzmyer, “Some Observations on the Targum of Job from 
Qumran Cave 11,” CBQ 36 (Oct 1974): 511–512.
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central vehicle for the receiving of God’s salvation of righteousness. He interpreted God’s 
response to Habakkuk’s question of theodicy in Hab 2:4 with the answer of faith, unlike 
the Hab. Tg. Neb. interpretation of law. Therefore, the conclusion can be drawn that the 
propositio includes an eschatological polemic against a Jewish interpretation of the 
prophets concerning the revelation of God’s eschatological power of salvation as 
witnessed in the Hab. Tg. Neb. Paul’s eschatological polemic against a Jewish 
interpretation of Habakkuk as seen in the propositio of Romans indicates that theodicy is 
a controlling idea in the theme statement of Rom 1:16–17.
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APPENDIX A

HABAKKUK 2:4 TEXTS

Reference Text Translation
Hab. Tg. Neb. 2:4 tyEl NyîrVmDa NOwhVbIlVb aÎyAoyIvår aDh

NOwhVfv…wq lAo aÎyåqyîdAx◊w NyElIa lDk 

:N…wmy◊yåqtˆy

Behold, the wicked in their 
hearts say these things are 
not so, but the righteous will 
live by the truth of them.

MT Hab. 2:4 wóø;b wäøvVpÅn hñ∂rVvÎy_aøl h$DlVÚpUo h∞E…nIh

:h`RyVjˆy wñøtÎn…wmTaR;b qyäî;dAx◊w 

Behold, the soul that is lifted-
up is not right in him,
But the righteous will live by 
his faithfulness.

LXX Hab. 2:4 ėa»n uJpostei÷lhtai, oujk 
eujdokei √ hJ yuch/ mou ėn 
aujtwˆ◊. oJ de« di÷kaioß ėk 
pi÷stewß / mou zh/setai.

If he draws back, my soul 
will not be pleased in him. 
And the righteous will live 
by my faithfulness. 

IQpHab 2:4 Hab 2:4 text is missing, only 
the Qumran commentary of 
Hab. 2:4 exists on the mss.

Commentary: “Interpreted, 
this concerns all those who 
observe the law in the House 
of Judah, whom God will 
deliver from the House of 
Judgment because of their 
suffering and because of their 
faith in the Teacher of 
Righteousness.”

Heb. 10:38 oJ de« di÷kaio/ß mou ėk 
pi÷stewß zh/setai,
kai« ėa»n uJpostei÷lhtai, 
oujk eujdokei √ hJ yuch/ mou 
ėn aujtwˆ◊.

And my righteous will live 
by faith, but if he should 
draw back, then my soul will 
have no pleasure in him.

Rom 1:17 oJ de« di÷kaioß ėk pi÷stewß 
zh/setai.

And the righteous will live 
by faith.
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APPENDIX B

THE NATURE OF THE INTERTEXTUAL FIELD

 

Canonical 
Habakkuk

Habakkuk
Targum

Romans

Central 
Theme: 

Theodicy

#1: Theodicy: Habakkuk’s 
struggle with wicked Israel

#2: Theodicy: The 
righteous’ (those who keep 
the law) struggle with 
those who do not keep the 
law and Roman 

#3: Theodicy: Paul and the 
Roman church’s struggle 
with sin and death

Targumic Interpretation: 
God will save the 
righteous who live by 

Paul’s Interpretation: God 
is saving the righteous 
who live by faith.

Common and Unique 
Material: Eschatology 
context, “revelation” 
and “power” 
vocabulary

Explanation: The common theme shared by all three texts is theodicy. The arrows 
indicate the direction of intertextual influence. Both the Targum and Romans 
contain an eschatological interpretation of canonical Habakkuk’s theodicy within 
their historical contexts (#2 and #3). The common and unique material between the 
Targum and Romans indicates an intertextual relationship. The interpretational 
difference between Romans and the Targum, namely the Torah/faith emphasis, 


